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Using convolution properties of frequency-kernels and their upper bounds we obtain some new 
upper bounds for the cumulants of time series statistics. From these results we derive the asymptotic 
normality of some spectral estimates and the tightness of tapered empirical spectral functions in 
the space of Lipschitz-continuous functions. It follows that tapering increases the asymptotic 
variance of the estimates by a constant factor. All results are proved under integrability conditions 
on the spectra. A functional limit theorem for the empirical spectral function is also given without 
assuming all moments of the underlying process to exist. 
periodogram * data taper * empirical spectral functions * functional limit theorem * 
cumulants of time series statistics 
1. Introduction and notation 
Consider a real valued weakly stationary time series {X(t)}, t E Z, with components 
Xa(t) (a = 1,. . .) r) and mean 0. For the covariances we have the following rep- 
resentation 
Cab(U) =
J 
exp(iAu)F,,(dA) with ZZ := (-T, T] 
n 
where F(A) = {Foh(h)}o,b=,,,..,, is the spectral distribution function. In particular if 
F is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure A, 
Cab(U) =
J 
exp(iAu)f,dA )A(dA 1 
II 
where f(A) = {_&,(A)}a,h=I,....r is the spectral density. As an estimate of F,,(A) we 
consider 
J 
h F;;‘( A ) := I;:‘( a) da 
0 
where Z::)(Q) is the pe riodogram of tapered data 
Z::‘(a):= {27rH$‘(O)}- dir’(a) dbT)(-Ly) 
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with 
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T-I 
dkr’(cy)= 1 h,(t/T)X,,(t)e-‘” 
I : 0 
and 
H(,~).aI(~) = ;’ ( fi h,,( t/ T)} e-irr’, 
,=o ,=I 
where the data tapers h, : [0, 1] + R are functions of bounded variation (a = 1, . . . , r). 
Two important applications of data taper exist. When the spectral density contains 
strong peaks, data taper are introduced to reduce leakage (cf. [5, Section 5.2 and 
5.31). In that case the data taper have to be chosen to have a maximum at x = 4 and 
to decrease to zero as x tends to 0 or 1. Data taper are also applied in situations 
in which some of the data are missing. The data available may then be handled 
directly by taking h,( t/ T) to vanish throughout the missing segments. Our results 
include the case where the stretches of missing data may vary from component 
series to component series. We further set 
and assume Ha,, f 0 and for technical reasons Hahcd f 0 (q b, c, d = 1, . . , r). 
In the nontapered case h(x) = I it is well known (cf. [2, 6, 131) that 
YCT’( .):=~T{F’T’(.)-EF’T’( .)} and U(T’(.):=JT{F’T)(.)-F(.)} 
converge weakly in C2’-[O, T) (the space of 2r2-valued continuous functions on 
[0, ~1) to a Gaussian process Y( .). As we will show in this paper the same also 
holds with tapered data. In the tapered case Y( .) is defined by 
EY,,(A)=O (a, b=l,..., r), Y,,(h)= Y,,(A) (a,b=l,...,r), 
and 
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality it follows that H,,b,azh2/( HLllb, Ha2hz) 2 1 
which means that the asymptotic variance of the tapered empirical spectral function 
is never less than the variance of the nontapered one where Ha,,,,02h2/( Ha,,, Ha,&) = 1. 
However an increase of the variance is normally accepted with a view to leakage 
reduction. In the case of missing data the above factor depends on the positions of 
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the data available in the different components. If the data are missing in all 
components at the same time the factor becomes l/p where p E (0, 1] is the relative 
number of missing data. 
As in Brillinger [6, Theorem 4.31 and Antoszewski and Bentkus [I, Theorem 2.11 
we show that the above convergence also holds in a space of Lipschitz-continuous 
functions with a suitable metric. 
For 0 < Q < 1 let Lip, be the space of functions y : [0, r]+ @” with 
With d,(x,y):=]Ix-~11~ both (Lip,,&) and (Lip,+,,&) (Oca<a+~Sl) are 
metric spaces. Antoszewski and Bentkus [l] showed that (Lip,, d,) is complete but 
not separable and a probability measure on (Lip,, d,) is not uniquely determined 
by its finite-dimensional distributions. On the other hand (Lipa+,, d,) is separable 
but not complete and a probability measure on (Lip,+,, d,) is uniquely determined 
by its finite dimensional distributions. Thus, in proving weak convergence in 
(Lip, +?, d,), it is sufficient to prove the convergence of the finite dimensional 
distributions and the tightness of the sequence (cf. Billingsley [4, page 351). 
Antoszewski and Bentkus [l] further deduced a tightness criterion for (Lip,,,, d,) 
and proved the convergence of YCr’( .) and UCT’( .) in the case h(x) = 1 where X(t) 
is a Gaussian process with spectral densities faa E xZP (a = 1, . . . , r) with p > 1. 
Brillinger [6] had proved the convergence also in the case h(x) = 1 for not necessarily 
Gaussian processes in (Lipa, d,) for 0 < cy < $ under summability’conditions on the 
cumulants. 
In this paper we prove the convergence for general stationary processes under 
integrability conditions on the cumulant spectra. Our results include the above 
mentioned results of Brillinger and Antoszewski and Bentkus. We further consider 
the case when not all moments of the process {X(t)} exist. 
From the point of view of new proofs, the basic result in this paper is a lemma 
on the upper bounds of the cumulants of the statistic ALE’(+) := I, ti(a)Z$‘(a) da 
in the case when C$ :Iw + C is a bounded periodic function (with period 27~) as well 
as in the case when #J is an indicator function (Lemma 2.1). These upper bounds 
are proved under integrability conditions on the spectra using convolution properties 
of certain upper bounds for frequency kernels. If E/X,( t)[’ <co (a = 1, . . . , r) and 
the cumulant cum(X,,(u, +r), . . , X,,_,(u,_, +t, Xa,(t)) is independent of t E Z for 
all a,,. . ., a,E{l,. . . , r}, all u ,,..., u,_, E Z, and all 1 s k we will call the process 
X(t) k-th order stationary. In this case we define c,,...,~(u,, . . . , uk_,):= 
cum(X,,(u, +t), . . .,Xar_,(~kP, +t),X=,(t)). Ifa functionf, ,... .,:nkP’+C with the 
property 
ca,-a~(uI, . . . , uk-l) = 
r,“-l 
.L,...ar(~lr. . 3 ak-,) exp( i z: uja,)A”‘(do) 
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exists (where A k ’ is the Lebesgue measure on the Bore1 u-algebra on II-‘), we 
shall call it the k-th order cumulant spectrum. To estimate the I-th order cumulants 
of A’,:‘(4) we assume 
EIX,(t)I’<oO (a = 1,. . , r) and fO ,...(, \EIY;;J, (a ,,..., a,= I ,..., r) (1) 
for all SEN, 2~~~21 with g(2)=2, g(4)=2, g(2k)=(2k-2)/(k-2) for ka3, 
g(2k+1)=4k/(2k-1) for kal, and 
2; := 
1 
f: II” + 6) If is Borel-measurable with 
5 
,,” Ifl” dAk<m 
I 
. 
These assumptions are made in Lemma 2.1, in Theorem 2.2, and, with g(s) 
replaced by g( s)q with some q > 1, in Theorem 3.1. The particular choice of the 
values of g(s) results from Lemma 2.1 where the convergence of the higher order 
cumulants of A::‘(4) to zero is proved. 
The above assumptions are for example satisfied for Gaussian stationary processes 
X(t), t E Z with x7_ x (c,,(u)\” < 0~ (a, h = 1, . . , r) or for linear processes 
X(t)= c u(s)s(t--s) 
,= -,x 
where A(h) := C:=_ ~ u(s) exp(-ihs) E 9; and I, f E Z, are independent identi- 
cally distributed random variables with E(X( t)(” <CO. 
Using these results on the higher order cumulants of A::‘( 4) we prove in Section 
2 the weak convergence of 
(2) 
to a complex valued Gaussian random vector {&+(c#+)},= , .,, with 
K2,b,(4,1)=o (j= I,..., 11, 
5a,h,b#J,(~ 1) = 5a,h,(4;(- * )) (.i= 1,. .‘, 11, 
+ ~i(a)~j(a)f,,,,(N)fh,h,(-LY) da 
II 
+ ~i(~)~,(-a)fa,h,(a:)fh,a,(-n) da 
I, 1 
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by the method of cumulants. In Section 3 we prove the tightness of the sequence 
YcT’( .) in (Lip,+,, d,) (Theorem 3.1) which together with Theorem 2.2 leads to a 
functional central limit theorem for Yc7’( . ) and UcT’( * ). Using a result of Dahlhaus 
[9], we give also a corollary for the 4- and strong-mixing case when not all moments 
of the process exist (Theorem 3.3). 
As is known, weak convergence of a sequence of random variables to a limit 
variable in a metric space S with metric d means that jf dP, + jf dP for all 
f~~(S,d):={f:(S,d)~(aB,/.I)lfb ounded and continuous} (where PT and P are 
the corresponding measures to the random variables). Since we have 
g(Lipn+,, sup) = g(Lip,+,, d,) and g(Lip,, d,)= q(Lip,+F, d,), 
the convergence of a given sequence in (Lip,,,, d,) implies the convergence in the 
nonseparable space (Lip,, d,) and in (CZrZIO, ~1, sup). We therefore obtain our 
results also in the latter spaces. 
2. Asymptotic normality of spectral estimates 
To prove the asymptotic normality of (2) we have to show that all cumulants 
converge to the corresponding cumulants of { ta,b, (4j)}j= 1....,1. The convergence of 
the first and second order cumulants has been proved by several authors under very 
general conditions (see e.g. Bentkus [3, Theorem 7.11 in the nontapered case or 
Dahlhaus [8, Lemma 5 and Lemma 71 in the tapered case). The convergence of the 
higher order cumulants will now be proved under the integrability conditions (1). 
We have for 12 3 
T”‘lcum(Ab~&(&), . . . , AbTbi(h))l 
c KT-‘/2 II Ii 4jtffj) lI'j=l 
xcum{db~‘(cu,)dbr’(-cu,), . . , dhf’(al)dbr’(-~,)}A’(dcu) . 
(3) 
Using the product theorem for cumulants (see e.g. [7, Theorem 2.3.21) we have 
to sum over all indecomposable partitions {P,, . . . , P,,,} of the table 
(4) 
with (PiI 2 2 (because of EX( t) = 0). Here and in future 1 PI denotes the number of 
elements in the set P This sum will be denoted by Ci.p,. The elements of a set P, 
from such a partition shall further be in a fixed order, such that the following 
definitions are reasonable. If P, = {c,, . . . , ck} we set 6 := {c,, . . . , ck_,}, pp, := 
(PC,, . . . , P,~,),P,:=-C:~:Pr,and~,(p,,)=f,,...,(Pc,,...,P,_,).Further,letmbe 
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the magnitude of the corresponding partition and /3 := (pp,, . . , , pp,,,). If we denote 
by J!,$~’ : R + R (s E N,, T E N) the periodic extension (with period 27~) of 
we obtain with this notation as an upper bound of (3) in the case where all 4, are 
bounded 
In the following lemma we will show that the above expression tends to zero. With 
a view to tightness we state a more general result. 
Lemma 2.1. Let 1~ 3 and A,, A, E [- n, T] with h, < hz. If the integrability conditions 
(1) are fulfilled up to the order s = 21, then we have for any partition 9 = {P,, . . . , P,,,} 
of the index-table (4) with 
x Lb=+aj -/3,,)h’(d~~)A=‘-~(d~) 
(a) L = o(l), 
(b) (i) form=l: 
1,s K(h2-h,l”2, 
(ii) for m3-2 if all JPkl (k= 1,. . , m) are even: 
Lp~K~A2-A,~“-““‘, 
(iii) for m Z= 2 if there exists a k0 E { 1, . . . , m} with I PrJ odd : 
I,, S KjAz - A,j(‘mm+“‘2. 
Proof. The proof may be found in the Appendix. 
Using this lemma we now obtain the asymptotic normality of A::‘(4). 
Theorem 2.2. Let the real vector valued process X(t) = {X, ( t)}a = ,,,,,,r, t E h be station- 
ary in the strict sense with EX( t) = 0 and let $J~: II+ C be functions of bounded 
variation (j = 1, . . . , 1). If (1) is fulfilled for every s E N and if 
Ifa,bW2b2(oI, -a~ + Y, (~2) -fu,tqazS(o,, -aI, a,)lA*(do) = 0 
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for every a,, b,, a*, b, E { 1, . . . , r}, then we have 
(4 JT{A~~~(~j)-EA~~~(~j)),=,,...,,~ {5n,,,(+j)}/-=I,_..,1 
and 
(b) v’TIAl:,j(~j)-A,,,,(~j)}~=I,...,, 5 {5a,b,(~j)}j=,,...,,. 
Proof. The result follows with the above lemma, and Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 of 
Dahlhaus [8]. 
The result of Theorem 2.2 generalizes on the one hand the result of Ibragimov 
([ 11, Theorem 3.11) who had proved the convergence for Gaussian processes under 
the condition fan E 2; (in the one-dimensional case), and on the other hand the 
result of Bentkus ([3, Theorem 9.13) who had proved the convergence for general 
processes under the condition that all spectra are bounded. Moreover we also obtain 
the results [2, 12 and 151 from our theorem. All authors had considered just the 
nontapered case. 
Let us further remark that it is possible to obtain the same results if we replace 
the integral in A~~‘(c$J) by the corresponding sum over the Fourier frequencies or 
if we estimate the unknown mean of X( . ). However, to prove these results we need 
stronger assumptions on the spectra than in Theorem 2.2. 
3. The tightness of the empirical spectral function 
(where K depends on T and X(O), . _ . , X( T- 1)). Therefore all paths of YcT’( .) 
belong to Lip, with (Y =Z 1 - 1/2q, and YcT’( 9) induces a probability measure on 
(Lipate, d,) if 0 < (Y < (Y + e s 1 - 1/2q. Using lemma 2.1 we now prove the tightness 
of this sequence in such spaces. This leads, for example together with Theorem 2.2, 
to a functional limit theorem for YcT’(. ). 
Theorem 3.1. Let X(t) = {X,( t)}o=l,...,r, t E Z be a 21,,-th order stationary process 
(&EN, 4~2) with EX(t)=O, fa ,_.. ~,EZ’~T~,, (a ,,.. :,a,=1 ,..., r) for all SEN, 
2 s s s 21, where q > 1 and g(s) is dejned as in (l), and 
SUP 
I 
l”f&d(~,, 2q/(q+l)A2(da) < ~0 with a 6> 0. 
lY/<S II2 
-aI + x %)I 
Then YcT’( . ) is tight in (Lip,,,, d,)forallO<a<a+e<(q-1)/(2q)-l/Z,,. 
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Proof. The proof may be found in the Appendix. 
Theorem 3.1 together with the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions 
(which may be taken from Theorem 2.2) now leads to a functional limit theorem 
for YcT’( .) in (Lipa+_ d,) with suitable cy and E. To also obtain the corresponding 
limit theorem for Ucr’( .) we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Zffah E T&(u, b = 1, . . , r) f or some q > 1 then we have, for all 0 < cr < 
(4 - 1)/2q, 
d,,(UCT’( .), YCT)( .))-+O. 
Proof. We have d,,( UCT’( .), YcT’( .)) = IIJT{EFCT’( .) - F( .)Ila. The proof now is 
analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.3 of Antoszewski and Bentkus [1] if we set 
@T(a) = {2~Hb~‘(0)}~‘H’,“(c)~~r’(-cy) and use the estimation \@T(Q)] s 
KT-‘LhT’((r)* with the properties of LaT’(~). 
If X( f) is Gaussian the above results give Theorem 2. I of Antoszewski and Bentkus 
[]I. 
As noted in the Introdution the convergence of a given sequence in (Lip,,,, d,) 
implies the convergence in the nonseparable space (Lip,, d,) and in 
(C*“[O, ‘ir], sup). This also leads to the corresponding results in the latter spaces. 
Brillinger ([6, Theorem 4.31) assumed summability conditions on the cumulants 
of all orders which imply that all spectra have continuous derivatives. He proved 
the convergence in (Lip,, d,) for cy < h which also follows from the above results. 
As an example let us now consider the case of 4- and strong-mixing processes 
X(t) where we do not require the existence of all moments. As usual define 
~~=~{X,(t)(n~t~m,aE{l,..., r}}, 
4x(m):=su~ SUP IP(GIF)-P(G)I, 
nsN Fe.U” x= 
GE if I/ +),, 
I’( F)-0 
and 
cu,(m):=sup sup ]P(FG)-P(F)P(G)]. 
nirm FfI.U” x= Pt.U ,/ / ,,I 
Theorem 3.3. Assume thatX( t), t E h isa 2J,-th orderstationaryprocess with EX( t) = 0 
and that one of the following assumptions holds. 
(a) EIX,(0)(2q <CO (a = 1,. . , r) for some q 2 2 and X(t) is d-mixing with 
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(b) EIX,(0)j2q<~ (a = 1,. . . , r) for some q > 2 and X(t) is strong-mixing with 
f m2k2a, (m)‘-*” < 00. 
In=, 
Then we have 
Y(T)( .)A Y( *) and Uc7’( a) 5 Y(a) 
in (Lip,+,, d,) and (Lipa,d,)foralf O<cy<a+&<f-(l/l,). 
Proof. The convergence of the finite dimensional distributions follows in the above 
case analogously to Corollary 3.1 of Dahlhaus [9] ( using results on mixingales of 
McLeish [14]). Since under the above conditions all cumulant spectra up to the 
21,-th order are continuous (cf. the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 of Zhurbenko 
and Zuev [ 171) we get the tightness from Theorem 3.1. 
Appendix 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The basic idea of the following very technical proof is to 
estimate 1, using the Holder inequality and the following convolution properties 
of the function LLTT) and their powers which are proved in Dahlhaus ([8, Lemma 21). 
I ,, ~~“(Y+(Y)L~~)(~-LY)~~~KL~=!+,(P+Y), 
for all r, s E N,,, p, y E R, T E N, and p > 1 (note that in our equations K denotes a 
constant which is in general not always the same). We denote 
fI ‘bT’(Q;-_p,,)Lb”(-~j--_~,)hf(da) 
(i) In the case m = 1 we obtain with the generalized Holder-inequality (see e.g. 
[lo, (13.26)]), for all A E LZ’$-‘, 
T-“* If,,(P)I~.T(P)A*‘-‘(dp) 
C/-2)/(21-2) 
< T-II2 ,j- (p)1(*1-*)/(/~2)A*/~1 
Pl 
A 
(8) 
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Using (5) and (6) we obtain 
and 
Using this we obtain as an upper bound of (8) 
(9) 
21-I 
Since f,, E =5f0-~~~+2~ we obtain part b(i) by setting A = Z12’-‘. Now let 
c(P):= T~e"3fp,(P)I . W,(P) and 4A):= A g,(P)A’“(dP). 
Since the indefinite integral is absolutely continuous, the sequence {v,(A)} is 
uniformly absolutely continuous and equicontinuous from above at 0. We further 
have for every /3 E 112’- with -pa, - Ph, f 0 (j = 1,. . . , I) lim,,, gT(P) = 0 which 
gives part (a) in the case (i). 
(ii) We now consider a partition with m 2 2. Let 
J,,i:={j~{l ,..., I}\u,EP,}, Jh,,:={j~{l,..., l}lb,~P,} and Ji:=Jn,iU_Ih,r. 
With p, = I P, 1, p’ = (BP,, . . , pp,,,), and p’ = 21- ~TI - p, + 1 we obtain 
T-I/2 
ii IfP,(Pp~)lWT(P)A2’~m(dp) 
,,2’k!’ k=, 
s T-‘j2 (1 ITpI-’ lf~,(P~,)l~ I,;;, ‘Y,iU)A”(dp’)A”‘~‘(dBi,,)) “2 
X *#)A “~+(d/3,,)A”‘(d/3’)) li2. (10) 
liPI ’ 
With vk = (Ja,k( + IJh,kl - 1 we obtain 
(11) 
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Using (5) we now investigate how many of the L!” -terms drop out if we integrate 
over LY. We therefore have to investigate the structure of the partition if all lPkl 
(k=l,..., m) are even. If Pk, is an arbitrary element of the partition there exists a 
k2 Z k, with Jk, n Jk2 # 0 (because of the indecomposability of the partition). Let 
j, E Jk, n Jkz. If m 2 3 we have a k3 E { 1, . . . , m}\{k,, k2} with Jk, n (Jk, u Jk2) Z 0. 
Proceeding like this we obtain sequences ( Pk,)E, and (j,)Ey’ with jj E Jk,,, n 
(Jk, u. * . u Jk,). We now can assume k, = 1. Since JP,I is even we have IJ,,,AJ,,,~z~ 
and now choose a j,,,e Ja,,AJb,, with j, #j,,_, (it follows that j, #j, for every 
iE{l,..., m - 1)). If we now integrate over all a, with j E {j,, . . . , j,} we obtain 
that at each integration one L. (T) drops out by convolution with (5). Moreover at 
each integration over an (yi with jE J,,, n J,,, an L. (T) drops out and we obtain, with 
the estimation L’,T’( a) s KT for the remaining terms as an upper bound of (1 l), 
KTm-l+lJ~,,l+lJ~,~l-m-lJ~,,nJ $-A,( . l-m-l-I, ,nJ,,,l 
G KTIJ,~~~~A~- A,lr~m-lJa,,nJh.,l. 
As an upper bound of the second term in (10) we obtain 
xjEll, LbTh, -P+‘hW. 
In this expression at every integration over ‘Ye with j E (J,,, n Jb,,)’ an LtT’ disappears 
by convolution and we obtain as an upper bound 
KT,+lJ~,,l+lJ~,,l~~+lJ,,,~J h.,~Ih2-_h,llJ~y,,nJh,,l 
and therefore, as an upper bound for (lo), KlA2- A,l(t-m)‘2. 
Moreover we obtain with the dominated convergence theorem that both factors 
in (10) (with the coefficients Tp(‘J11p’)‘2 and T-(‘-‘-‘1’+“‘*) tend to 0. 
(iii) If not all IP I k are even we have at least two elements of the partition that 
are odd. Let these elements be P, and P2. With p, = (P,l and p2 = I P21 we have again 
the estimation (10). The first factor of (10) now is 
(I (I > P,-’ > 
u2(Pl-l) 
X ~‘r(P)AP’(dP’) flP,_’ nP’ 
N’(dpp,) (12) 
Again we have (1 l), but here there just disappears an L!T’ at least at any integration 
over an a, with jE J*:= {j,, . . . , j,,_,} u (J,,, n Jb,,) by convolution. Therefore (m - 
l)+IJ~,,I+~J~,,~-m+l-IJa,,nJb,,~=~J,~ Lt7’-terms will remain. 
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If cy’ is the tuple of the cy, with jEJ*(‘, PI.,:= P,,,{Q~E P,}+/3,,{b,~ P,} for all 
j~{l,...,I},andI’:=I-m+l-~J,,,nJ,,,J,then(12)islessthan 
where the ~?,(a’), Jo J, are linear functions of CC’ with C,C,, !,(a’) =O. If we now 
apply the Holder-inequality to the integration of (Y’ and use a suitable substitution 
(that the ??,(a’) disappear), we get for the last expression as an upper bound (with 
l.:=(J,j-1) 
c ~~“.‘,l (‘J,\-l).‘cp,~ I’)I~J~~_~,~W m+l-l-l,,,, i-J ,,,, 1)/Z. (13) 
For the calculation of the second factor in (10) in this case first let m 2 3, p”= 
(/3,,?, . , BP,,,) and p”=;; 21 -m -p, -p2 +2. With the Holder-inequality as an upper 
bound we get 
X 
(J (J 
ii Is~,(P~~)I~ 
,,“2 ’ /I” L 3 
X 
J 
~7(p)A"l-'(d~,,)Ap~'(d~") (14) 
//“I ’ 
Now we have 
x LIT’ ( ,FJ, (-pa, -Bb,))*P.(dC(“),A2-A,,l”.‘“.l’. 
We now remove those L!“-terms from the integral whose arguments are not 
integration variables. There are r = JJ+ n Jh& + 6 such terms with S = I if (.LO,,AJb,r) c
J2, and 6 = 0 otherwise. The other L!“-terms are estimated with Lf,r’(~) s KT and 
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we obtain after a suitable substitution (because of the indecomposability of the 
partition) for (14) as an upper bound (note that r < pz) 
(I > 
1/2(Pz-l) 
K L’~‘(~,)J’-’ . . e L’T’(y,)Pz+A’(dy) 
I r 
x 7-(w’;1-‘)/2~~,_ *,p&p 
We estimate the integral with (6) and obtain altogether 
< KT(l+1~;1--r/(Pz-I))/21AZ_A,111,.ln,~,,1/2. 
If WI =2 some terms (and integrals) in the estimation disappear, and we get 
analogously with r = ]Jo,2 n Jb,J 
SK ,r’T’(y,)s-’ . . . ~!T’(~,)pz-‘,r~~) 
r7’ 
(-j, r,)p*-‘*.(dy))“2ipz~” 
. x I~,-/+P’h,1~W 
s KT(‘+1~;1-‘/(P~-‘))/2(Az_A,11$,,n~~,,1/2. 
Together with (13) we get as an upper bound of (10) in the case (iii) 
KT(I-(lr,l~l)/(P,-l)~(l~~,~n~~,~l)/(p,-l))/z [AI- A,J(l--m+l)l*. 
Since we have just used in our calculation that IP,J and lP21 are odd, we can now 
assume 
IJLI - 1 ~ IJZI - 1 
PI-1 Pz-1’ 
We obtain 
l-6 I - 1 + IJa,2 n Jb,2l ~ l-41 - 1 + I-L,2 f3 A.21 = 1 
PI - 1 P2-1 Pz-1 
9 
and therefore the result of case b(iii). 
With the same arguments as in the case (i) we now conclude that the last factor 
in (10) multipled by T-(l-r,l-(l-r,l-l)/(P,~1))/2 tends to 0 which also gives a(iii). 
Note that under stronger assumptions the proof of this lemma becomes much 
easier (see Dahlhaus [8, Lemma 71). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Following Antoszewski and Bentkus [ 1, Lemma 1.1 and 
Lemma 1.21 it is sufficient to prove (using the product theorem for cumulants) 
Icuml,k{Y~~‘(A,)- YLi’(A,), Ybz’(Az)- Y~~‘(A,)}(~ K(AZ-Al)(‘+k)‘2 (15) 
for all 2cZ+ksl, and all O~A,~AZd~ 
(cum,k(x,z):=cum(X,. . . ,x,5.. .,z)). 
I-terms k-terms 
We just consider the case k = 0 (the others are treated similarly). For 1= 2 the above 
cumulant is less than 
.Lbr)(-a, +y2)h2(da)AL(dy) +a similar term 1 
_I 
Using the convolution properties of the function L’,“( cx) and the Holder-inequality 
we get as an upper bound for the first summand 
(q~1)/2q 
L:r’(O)A’(da) 
(h,.hZIZ 
(5 
(Y’l)/ZY 
,,'lfahUh(Yi, Y2, Y3) 2y’cy+‘1Z:T’(y, + yr)2A’(dy) 
Using the generalized Holder inequality we obtain for the second summand 
$Tl/P,h2-*,,pP 
(I > 
I/(ZY) 
I.L<,(Y,)~~%% +y,)A’(d~) 
I/? 
-(J 
1/(2lfl 
Its l.M~z)l~~~:“~~i + y212A2(dy) 
The third summand is treated analogously. 
For 1~ 3 we get as an upper bound for the cumulant in (15) Ci.p, Z, with I:, from 
Lemma 2.1. With qlly(p) defined as in (7) and p=q/(q- 1) we get as an upper 
bound of an ZFP 
The first factor is on the one hand less than KTmiP IA, - A, 1”’ and on the other hand 
less than KT”P(hz-~,l(‘~m+“‘p and so also less than 
KT’I(2p’IA, _ A,/(3’-2m)l(2P) if M 2 Z/2, 
KT’/“p’IA2 _ A ,l’lP if m < l/2. 
Using lemma 2. I we get KT”‘24’lAz - A, l(‘pm”(2y’ as an upper bound of the second 
factor which gives the required result (note that in the proof of lemma 2.1 we just 
needed the integrability conditions). 
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